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To all thom, it may concern.
Beit known that I, GARRETTA. MoRGAN,
a citizen of the United States, residing at
Cleveland, in the county of Cuyahoga and
State of Ohio, have invented a certain new
and useful improvement in a Traffic Sig
nal, of which the following is a full, clear,
and exact description, reference being had
to the accompanying drawings.
This invention relates to traffic signals,
and particularly to those which are adapt
ed to be positioned adjacent the intersec
tion of two or more streets and are man
ually operable for directing the flow of
traffic.
One of the objects of my invention is
the provision of a visible indicator which
is useful in stopping traffic in all direc
tions before the signal to proceed in any
one direction is given. This is advanta

geous in that vehicles which are partly
across the intersecting streets are given
time to pass the vehicles which are waiting
to travel in a transverse direction; thus
avoiding accidents which frequently occur
by reason of the over-anxiety of the wait
ing drivers, to start as soon as the signal
to proceed is given.
Another object is the provision of a
semaphore signal which is useful by night
as well as by day and which is arranged to
be easily and automatically operable by the
traffic director. In addition, my invention
contemplates the provision of a signal
which may be readily and cheaply manu
factured.
To this end, I provide a signal wherein
the direction indicating arms are pivotally
supported and adapted to be moved ver
tically for stopping the flow of traffic and
then to be revolved and dropped to indi
cate a right of way to vehicles moving in
another direction. The raising and revolv
ing movements of the arms are adapted to
be accomplished by the turning of a crank,
and suitable mechanism actuated by the
crank is provided for automatically index
ing the arms to the required position, and
for permitting their proper functioning in
accordance with the wishes of the traffic

director.

a

The means for accomplishing the above
objects will be fully set forth in the fol
lowing description which relates to the

of my invention will be summarized in the
In the drawings, Fig. 1 is a front eleva
tion of a Semaphore signal constructed ac 60
cording to my invention; Fig. 2 is an ele
Vation of the direction indicating means
showing the arms in vertical position; Fig.
3 is a side elevation of the direction indi
cating portion when the arms are in hori
ZOntal position as shown in Fig. 1: Fig. 4 65
is a side elevation of the signal when the
arms are in vertical position as illustrated
in Fig. 2: Fig. 5 is a vertical section through
a part of the signalling mechanism; Fig.6 .70
is a similar section adjacent the operating
end of the signal; Fig. 7 is a transverse
section taken on the line 7-7 in Fig. 6;
and Fig. 8 is a fragmentary view illus
trating the signal and alarm bells that may
75
be used with my invention.
My invention is concerned with the pro
vision of a traffic signal which enables a
director to control the flow of traffic by
stopping the movement thereof in all di
rections momentarily just prior to allow 80
ing the traffic to move in any one direc
tion. Accordingly, in the embodiment
shown I have illustrated a standard 10, hav
ing a support 11, revolubly mounted there
in, which support is provided with direc 85
tion indicating signals. The signal indi
cating means may comprise a box-like struc
ture 12 which is rigid with the support
11, and a pair of arms 13 which are piv
oted, as at 14, to the opposite sides of the 90
support as illustrated in Fig. 1. The char
acters shown on the vertical indicator may
be the usual “Stop' and “Go' words, as
is customary for this class of work.
Each of these arms may be also a box 95
like structure having a rectangular cross
Section and having exposed faces provided
with direction indicating characters. In
the form illustrated the arms are each pro
vided with “Stop” indicating characters on 00
the side and bottom faces, and with “Go”
characters on the end faces. The arms are
pivoted so that when raised to the position
indicated in Fig. 2, the “Go” characters
on the indicator 12 are hidden, from view, 05
and the “Stop' characters on the bottom
of the arms are then visible from the direc
tion in which traffic was moving. The two
positions of the arms showing this arrange
claims.

drawings, and the essential characteristics ment are illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4,
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My invention is adapted to direct traffic
by raising the Semaphore arms to stop
traffic which was moving in one direction
and then by revolving the arms and re
leasing them, thus indicating the right of
way for traffic in another direction. The
means for raising the arms as shown in
Figs. 5 and 6 may be accomplished by low
ering a bracket 20 having racks 21 thereon,
which actuate segments of a pinion 22,
mounted as at 23, on the semaphore arms.
This bracket is adapted to be lowered by
moving a shaft 24, on which the bracket is

mounted, downwardly. This shaft extends
entirely through the support 11 and ter
minates within the standard 10 adjacent
another rack 25, which is adapted to be

actuated by a pinion 26 mounted on a crank
shaft 27. This crank shaft is supported in
the standard and is provided with a crank
arm 28 which may be rotated by the di
rector.
The segment 26 is shown as having teeth
on only a portion of the periphery thereof
so that the rack 25 is lowered only during a
fractional turn of the crankshaft. Accord
ingly, to hold the arms in vertical position,
I have illustrated a spring operated plunger
30 which is adapted to engage a notch 31 in
the rack 25 just before the teeth in the
pinion disengage those in the rack. In this
way, the arms are held in vertical position
whereby traffic is stopped in all directions
as indicated in Figs. 2 and 4 respectively.
After the arms are raised and traffic is
stopped, then to direct the flow of traffic in a
direction different from the flow previous to
the raising of the arms, I have illustrated
suitable means for revolving the entire sig
nal. This mechanism is adapted to function
while the arms are held in vertical position.
In Fig. 6, the means for revolving the indi
cators is shown as a gear 32 rigid with the
shaft 27 and provided with teeth on a por
tion of the periphery, thereof for engaging
an annular gear 33, which may be integral
with a sleeve 34, within the upper portion
of the standard 0. This sleeve is shown as
being rigidly attached by securing members
35 to the support 11, and since the vertical
indicator is rigid with the upper portion of
the support, it follows that whenever the
gear 33 is rotated, the indicators are re
volved.
The degree of turning usually desired is
only 90's. Accordingly, I provide an index
ing mechanism comprising a yieldable plun
ger 36 carried by the standard 10 and adapt
ed to engage suitable notches 34. The num
ber of teeth in the gear 32 are so arranged
that they just disengage the gear 33 when
the plunger 36 engages a succeeding notch.
The turning of the indicators is preferably

is obtained by spacing the teeth on the gear
32 as illustrated in Fig.6 so that the gear
33 is not engaged until the pinion 26 disen
gages the rack 25. Then, while the indi
cators are being turned, the arms may be re
leased by providing a cam 40 which engages
the arms 41, to which the plunger 20 is
secured; and thereby releases the rack 25.
The weight of the arms 13 causes them to
drop to horizontal position.
When the arms are released, the inertia of
the moving parts is apt to cause damage to
the operating mechanism. Accordingly, I
have shown a dashpot for absorbing the SO
shock incident to the fall of the arms and
I have shown this dashpot as embodying a
piston 45 which is carried by the shaft 24 and
is movable within a cylinder 46, forming
part of the support 11. Suitable openings
47 may be provided in a closure 48 for regul 8 5
lating the outlet of air from the dashpot
cylinder.
To adapt a signal constructed according
to my invention for use at night, I have 00
shown two electric lamps 50 and 51 which
are mounted within the vertical indicator.
These lamps may receive electrical energy
either from a battery mounted within the
standard 10 (not shown) or from any other
suitable source of supply, such as through
leads depending from an overhead line.
The lamp 50 is positioned adjacent the open
ings 52 above the point of pivotal connec
tion, while the lamp. 51 is adjacent the open
ings 53 below the point of pivotal connec 00
tion.
Thus, when the arms are in horizontal po
sition, the lamp 50 illuminates characters on
the indicator 12, while the lamp 51 gives an
additional Warning through openings 53.
Then, when the arms are raised, two of the
openings 53 hidden by the arms are un
covered, whereupon an illuminated signal is
flashed out. This occul's substantially simul
taneously with the covering of the “Go” lio
signal shown on the vertical indicator. The
“Stop' signal which is flashed when the arms
are raised, is augmented by light from the
lamp 50 which passes through openings 54
in the top of the arms, and illuminates the 115
characters on the bottom face thereof.
When the source of electrical supply is
carried by the standard, the current may be
carried to the lamps by means of a collector
ring 60 mounted on the sleeve 34, and a 120
brush 61 carried by an arm 62 on the stand
ard 10.
If desired, the signal may be provided
with alarm mechanism as illustrated by bells 125
65 and 66 mounted at the top of the vertical
indicators. One of these bells may be an
alarm bell, while the other may be a signal
bell. For, selectively operating these bells,
circuit controllers, 67 and 68 may be mount 30

designed to be accomplished only after the
arms are moved to vertical position, and this ed on the standard 10.
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The operation of a signal constructed ac
cording to my invention is as follows:- AS
suming that traffic is moving in the direc
tion indicated by the “Go” characters in
Fig. 1 and that the director desires to change
the right of way, then the crank 28 is turned,
whereupon the arms 13 are immediately
raised by virtue of the rack and pinion con
nections actuated by the crankshaft 27. As
Soon as the arms are raised, the signal which
was visible to the moving traffic now changes
as shown in Fig. 4, while the signal visible
to traffic which was formerly stopped re
mains the same. Thus, traffic is stopped in
all directions. This is accomplished while
the signal is moved about of a revolution.
Then as the crank is turned still further,
the gear 32 engages the gear 33, whereupon
the indicators are revolved while the arms

35

are still held in vertical position. Then
while the arms are being revolved, the cams
40 engage the latch arms 41, thereby releas
ing the plunger 30 and allowing the arms
to drop to horizontal position. The dash
pot controlled by the piston 45 permits the
arms to descend with slow motion so that by
the time the crank has been turned a Com
plete revolution, the arms are in Substan
tially horizontal position and are automati
cally
held in the desired direction by the in
dexing plunger 36. When the arms are
lowered, the right of way is changed from
the traffic which was flowing in the direc
tion indicated by Fig. 1 to the traffic which
was waiting to move in another direction.
When the lights are used, the signals are

8

during the initial turning of the crank and
are then revolved upon continued turning of
the crank.
2. A traffic signal comprising in combi
nation, a standard, a vertical indicator car 70
ried thereby, a semaphore arm pivoted to
the indicator, a crank carried by the stand
ard, means associated with the crank for
raising the arm and subsequently revolving
the indicator, and other means for permit 5
ting the arm to be lowered in a position at
right angles to the former position when the
cank has been turned further.
3. In a traffic signal, the combination with
a standard, of a revoluble indicating mem 80
ber carried thereby, semaphore arms dis
posed on opposite sides of said member and
pivoted thereto, a crankshaft projecting lat
erally through the standard, mechanism 85
Within the standard and member for raising
the arms to vertical position Subsequently
revolving the member and then lowering
the arms, whereby traffic is momentarily
stopped in all directions and then subse
quently permitted to flow in another direc 90
tion, said mechanism being so arranged that
the signal is actuated to automatically stop
traffic in all directions on each operation of
4. In combination, a standard, a revoluble
member projecting upwardly therefrom,
semaphore arms pivoted to the indicator
and disposed on opposite sides thereof, a
shaft extending vertically through the mem
ber, rack and pinion means at each end
thereof for raising said arms, a crank ac
the crank shaft.

95

00

illuminated to indicate the direction of tuated member carried by the standard for

travel when the arms are in either vertical
3)

si ls

or horizontal position, and if desired, this
may be augmented by bells which are actu
ated by the circuit controllers adjacent the
hand of the director.
From the foregoing description, it will be
seen that my invention provides a signal
which is operable for enabling a director to
control traffic more conveniently than is ac
complished by merely revolving Semaphore
arms in a horizontal plane. A further ad
vantage of my invention is that the move
ment of the semaphore arms is entirely auto
matic whereby the operator may devote his
attention to the requirements of traffic and
still accomplish his purpose without manu
ally signalling, moving traffic to stop, until
the direction of travel is changed.
Having thus described my invention, I
claim:1. In a traffic signal the combination with
a vertically disposed indicator, of semaphore
arms pivoted thereto and revoluble thereon,
said arms being disposed on opposite sides
of the indicator, means for raising and low
ering the arms and crank mechanism for
controlling said means, said mechanism be

ing so arranged that the arms are raised

controlling the rack and pinion means, a

latch carried by the standard for retaining
the shaft in lowermost position, and a cam
controlled by the crank shaft for releasing
the latch, whereby the arms are permitted to
drop to horizontal position.
5. In combination, a standard, a revoluble
member carried thereby, a vertically dis
posed indicator secured to the upper end
of the member, Semaphore arms pivotally
disposed on opposite sides of the indicator,
mechanism extending within the indicator,
a standard for raising the arms, a crank ac
tuated mechanism carried by the standard,
said last mentioned mechanism being so ar
ranged that the arms are raised during the
initial turning of the crank shaft and then
revolved upon continued turning of the
shaft.
6. In combination, a standard, a hollow
member projecting upwardly therefrom, ain
indicator rigid with the upper end of said
standard, semaphore arms pivoted to the in
dicator, mechanism controlled from the
standard for actuating the arms to move
them in a vertical plane and for revolving
them with the indicator to a new position,
means associated with the standard for in
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dexing the indicator to the proper position, oted thereto below the openings, said arm
having openings in the upper wall thereof
which are adapted to register with openings

5

()

means associated with said standard for re
taining the arms in a vertical position dur
ing a portion of the turning operation and
for releasing the arms when moved to a
new position, and a dash pot associated with
said member for cushioning the shock inci
dent to the fall of said arms.

in the indicator when the arm is raised to

vertical position, a lamp within the indica

tor adjacent the openings therein, and means

for operating said arm.
In testimony whereof,
7. In a traffic signal, the combination with signature.

a vertical indicator. having openings in op
posite sides thereof, of a semaphore arm piv

I hereunto affix my

GARRETTA. MORGAN.
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